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Intro:C/C/C/C

C
A field is around me
You can’t see
G
If you get close
C
You’ll get stuck to me.
Stuck to me, stuck to me
G
If you get close
You’ll get stuck to me.
G7
C
I attract iron
Steel and nickel
G
I don’t attract
C
Wood or pickles
Wood or pickles, wood or pickles
G
I don’t attract
Wood or pickles.
G7
C
Earth has iron
It is true
G
It’s a giant magnet
C
That pulls you.
G
It’s a giant magnet
That pulls you.

G7
C
If you are a magnet
We can stick
G
South to north
C
That’s our trick.
That’s our trick, that’s our trick
G
South to north
C
That’s our trick.
G7
(Slowly)
C
If your north
touches my north
G
I’ll repel
C
You, of course!
C
You, of course, you, of course
G
I’ll repel
C
You, of course.